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QUESTION 1

A large software company wants to move source control and deployment pipelines into a cloud- computing environment.
Due to the nature of the business management determines the recovery time objective needs to be within one hour.
Which of the following strategies would put the company in the BEST position to achieve the desired recovery time? 

A. Establish an alternate site with active replication to other regions 

B. Configure a duplicate environment in the same region and load balance between both instances 

C. Set up every cloud component with duplicated copies and auto scaling turned on 

D. Create a duplicate copy on premises that can be used for failover in a disaster situation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The majority of a company\\'s employees have stated they are unable to perform their job duties due to outdated
workstations, so the company has decided to institute BYOD. Which of the following would a security analyst MOST
likely recommend for securing the proposed solution? 

A. A Linux-based system and mandatory training on Linux for all BYOD users 

B. A firewalled environment for client devices and a secure VDl for BYOO users 

C. A standardized anti-malware platform and a unified operating system vendor 

D. 802.1X lo enforce company policy on BYOD user hardware 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

During an incident response procedure, a security analyst collects a hard drive to analyze a possible vector of
compromise. There is a Linux swap partition on the hard drive that needs to be checked. Which of the following, should
the analyst use to extract human-readable content from the partition? 

A. strings 

B. head 

C. fsstat 

D. dd 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A security incident has been created after noticing unusual behavior from a Windows domain controller. The server
administrator has discovered that a user logged in to the server with elevated permissions, but the user\\'s account does
not follow the standard corporate naming scheme. There are also several other accounts in the administrators group
that do not follow this naming scheme. Which of the following is the possible cause for this behavior and the BEST
remediation step? 

A. The Windows Active Directory domain controller has not completed synchronization, and should force the domain
controller to sync. 

B. The server has been compromised and should be removed from the network and cleaned before reintroducing it to
the network. 

C. The server administrator created user accounts cloning the wrong user ID, and the accounts should be removed from
administrators and placed in an employee group. 

D. The naming scheme allows for too many variations, and the account naming convention should be updates to
enforce organizational policies. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A cybersecurity analyst was asked to discover the hardware address of 30 networked assets. From a command line,
which of the following tools would be used to provide ARP scanning and reflects the MOST efficient method for
accomplishing the task? 

A. nmap 

B. tracert 

C. ping -a 

D. nslookup 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://serverfault.com/questions/10590/how-to-get-a-list-of-all-ip-addresses-and-ideally-device-names-on-a-
lan 
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